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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rrVtWTRkFB4


Illustration by Workman Publishing / Sarah LetteneyWWW.RaisingAKidWhoCan.com
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CHILDHOOD ANXIETY = FEAR +  RESPONSE FROM PARENT



Two main 
changes adults 

learn to make in 
SPACE:

1. To respond more 
supportively to 
anxious children

2. To reduce 
accommodations 
they have been 
making to the child’s 
symptoms
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Acceptance 
Validation

Confidence Supportive 
Statement

Supportive Statements
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COMMON
PITFALLS

Protection Demanding
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Supportive Statements
CHILDHOOD ANXIETY = 

FEAR + RESPONSE FROM ADULT

What’s the 
message? Say it Once

Confidence is about 
managing the fear, 
not the thing itself

Tone 
Matters
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Accommodation
Term we use to describe the changes parents 
make to their own behavior to help children 

avoid or lessen feelings of anxious



a word
about
reassurances



Accommodation Cycle

Accommodation
Maintenance 
of symptoms

Short-term 
reduction in 

distress

Continued 
dependence 
on parents

Child is 
scared of 
going to a 

party alone

Distress
Parent stays 
at the party

Child is able to go to the party and is “ok”

Fear in
creases 

and need feels 

more intense 

and broadens

Parent continues to 
stay at parties … 
and other social 

gatherings... and/or 
begins to stay 
closer to child



Accommodation…  Or Not?

◣ Do you do this with all your children?

◣ Would you like to be able to stop this behavior?

◣ If your child were not so anxious would you still 
do this?

◣ What would happen if you did not do this one 
day?



Chip Away… One Small Slice At A Time
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Choosing a Target and an 
Accommodation to Reduce

↪ Pick Something That HAPPENS FREQUENTLY 
○ Fear of getting carsick is a better target than fear of flying. 

↪ Pick Something YOU CAN CONTROL
○ The change should not involve any change on the child’s part.
○ Ex:  not answering the phone at work or not checking the locks

↪ Pick Something That BOTHERS YOU
○ Something that limits the child’s independence or parents’ daily 

routine



Informing Your Child

This is an 
ANNOUNCEMENT, 
not a conversation, 
negotiation or a 
contract
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The Announcement Template



The Announcement Template

Start with a warm opening statement.  
Include a positive thing you’ve noticed 

recently in  your child.

Dear John, We love you so much and are so 
proud of how you…



The Announcement Template

Continue with a sentence describing the area 
of anxiety or worry you have noticed them 

struggling with.

We know you feel anxious when we’re in out 
and people ask you questions…



The Announcement Template
State how your behavior (the 

accommodations) have not helped them 
overcome their anxiety

We now realize that our behavior - talking in your 
place, ordering for you at restaurants - has not 

helped you overcome your worries…



The Announcement Template

Now describe the changed you intend to 
make in your behavior (the specific 

accommodation reductions)

Therefore, we have decided that from now on we will not talk in 
your place: We will not order for you in restaurants and when 
people ask you questions, we will not answer instead of you.



The Announcement Template

End with a supportive statement.

This may sound hard at first, but we are 100% sure 
you can handle it; this is not a punishment because 

you did nothing wrong. This is our way of helping you 
overcome your worries.



Sometimes, it can 
be challenging

The less you respond, the more 
quickly the emotion will subside!



Sometimes, it can 
be challenging

The Plan is for YOU!

You’re just offering them a courtesy 
by sharing it with them.

they may not listen to you



Sometimes, it can 
be challenging

Remember supportive statements.

Accommodations may alleviate 
anxiety over short-term.

This about the long game.

they may become anxious or upset



Sometimes, it can 
be challenging

Anger or aggression 
is a manifestation of the anxiety.

they may get angry



Sometimes, it can 
be challenging

Disengaging = De-escalating

they may argue



Sometimes, it can 
be challenging

Children don’t feel love by 
getting what they want, 

they feel love by getting what 
they need.

they may try emotional blackmail



✷ DISENGAGE 

Two Helpful Strategies…

✷ SUPPORTERS



 ★ Technique for modeling how to 
tolerate big feelings

★ The formula:

Validate the feeling

Shrug

★ Do it kindly, not snarkily.

THE SHRUG
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Take Aways...

CHILDHOOD ANXIETY = FEAR + RESPONSE FROM ADULT

ACCEPTANCE 
VALIDATION

+
CONFIDENCE

=
SUPPORT

What’s the 
message?

Pay attention to the 
present while focused on 
the future
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Amy Killy, LCSW
amy@weaverandassociates.net 

301.466.8039

CONTACT US

Jennifer Weaver, LCSW
jennifer@weaverandassociates.net 

703.470.4478


